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1. basketball
Sentence: Players shoot a basketball through a hoop.
Definition: ball that is thrown through a hoop in a game

2. avoid
Sentence: We would like to be on time and avoid delay.
Definition: to keep away from or refrain from

3. exhaust
Sentence: Do not exhaust yourself by working too hard.
Definition: wear out or use up, tire or fatigue

4. moist
Sentence: This cake is moist, while that cake is dry.
Definition: slightly damp

5. August
Sentence: August is the eighth month of the year.
Definition: the eighth month of the calendar year

6. pounce
Sentence: My cat will pounce and leap on the toy mouse.
Definition: attack suddenly with a swoop or spring

7. poise
Sentence: His poise indicated he was sure of himself.
Definition: composure and assurance in oneself

8. destroy
Sentence: He will destroy and smash the box.
Definition: to demolish or completely wreck

9. launch



Sentence: They will launch the rocket into space.
Definition: to throw, hurl, release or begin

10. scowl
Sentence: The scowl on your face shows your anger.
Definition: an angry expression showing bad temper

11. awkward
Sentence: The shy girl always feels awkward at parties.
Definition: socially uncomfortable; not well coordinated

12. assault
Sentence: I will assault my sister with unwanted tickles.
Definition: to attack

13. haunt
Sentence: Her memory will haunt his mind forever.
Definition: return or recur frequently, stay persistently

14. auction
Sentence: We bid on and bought items at the auction.
Definition: sale where items are bid on for purchase

15. alternate
Sentence: We take turns and alternate our chores.
Definition: change repeatedly between two actions

16. sprawl
Sentence: I sprawl on my bed with outstretched limbs.
Definition: sit or lie with outstretched arms and legs

17. loyal
Sentence: A loyal dog stays by its owner's side.
Definition: faithful toward a person or idea

18. naughty
Sentence: The naughty puppy always behaves badly.
Definition: poorly behaved or disobedient



19. encounter
Sentence: I may encounter a friend on my trip back home.
Definition: to meet suddenly or by chance

20. coward
Sentence: The coward ran from the harmless bug.
Definition: one who is easily frightened or not brave

21. saucer
Sentence: She set the teacup on its matching saucer.
Definition: a round, shallow dish designed to hold a cup

22. poison
Sentence: The poison in snake venom will harm you.
Definition: harmful substance capable of causing illness or death

23. royal
Sentence: A royal and majestic king rules the state.
Definition: relating to king or queen

24. ounce
Sentence: An ounce equals one sixteenth of a pound.
Definition: weight unit equal to one sixteenth of a pound

25. loiter
Sentence: A sign says to keep moving and don't loiter.
Definition: to hang around, linger
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